
    A LIFE OUTSIDE OF WORK
        BY ASHLEY H. CAMPBELL, PRESIDENT

         TENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT BAR / WAKE COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION
 
A RECENT ARTICLE IN THE Harvard 
Business Review reported that more and 
more lawyers expect a job not to just 
provide a paycheck, but also opportunities 
for growth, learning, a sense of community 
and of purpose. 

The authors asked, “What is it that makes 
people happy at work?” The report 
concluded that employees and employers 
alike benefit when companies provide 
employees with the option to work from 
home or to work flexible hours. Flexibility 
has been linked to reduced stress and a 
higher sense of well-being. Overall, flexibility 
at work is consistently associated with 
higher job satisfaction.

We have all read the reports that lawyers are dissatisfied with the practice of law. In this 
edition of the Bar Flyer, we explore ways in which law firms and employers are providing 
more flexible work environments as a way to both reduce overhead and increase lawyer 
satisfaction. Additionally, we highlight members who pursue interests outside of work as a 
means of finding joy and satisfaction in their lives. 

We hope that this edition of the Bar Flyer will encourage you to think about ways you can 
continue to be successful at work while also giving yourself flexibility to pursue outside 
interests. The Wake County Bar Association provides many opportunities to find fulfillment 
both inside and outside the practice of law, opportunities for growth and learning and a 
sense of community and purpose.  We hope you will take advantage of them.  WBF

UPCOMING EVENTS
CYBER RISK • April 19 | Join us at Campbell Law 
School for our monthly Breakfast Discussion Series, 
sponsored by Lawyers Mutual. Troy Crawford will 
provide you with the practical guidance you need to 
reduce your law firm’s financial, legal and reputational 
exposure.  1.0 hour of general CLE is credit is pending 
for this course. Program begins at 7:30 a.m.

WCBA LUNCHEON • May 2 at Mordecai Park 
Join us at 1 Mimosa Street in the park for lunch, 
featuring The Pit Barbecue! Please register online at 
wakecountybar.org. Program begins at 12:15 p.m.
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MEMBERS TELL US that the monthly luncheons are their favorite part of their membership benefits 
– a chance to hear informative speakers and break bread with colleagues.  Without a reminder, 
however, it can be difficult to remember and set aside the time. Do yourself a favor and mark your 
calendars NOW to attend this year’s luncheons. All luncheons begin at 12:15 p.m. and adjourn by 
1:45 p.m. We have great programs already in the works for 2017 – Mark these dates now!  

May 2  |  June 6 | July 11  |  October 3  | November 7  |  December 5
                          *Specifics for each luncheon will be available closer to the date.  

2017 President Ashley Campbell hiking the 
Appalachian Trail. 
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  FIVE REASONS TO JOIN 
   THE WCBA RUN CLUB TODAY
         BY JACOB DAVIS & ALEXANDRA DAVIS 

LAST OCTOBER, members of the Wake County Bar Association’s Athletics Committee were 
commissioned with a special task: They were asked to consider more ways to encourage Wake 
County Bar members to get together outside of the workplace in an environment that promotes both 
physical and mental well-being.  From that discussion, the WCBA Run Club was born.  In its current 
nascent stage, the weekly running group functions as an unofficial add-on to the weekly “nOg” Run 
Club, which is hosted every Monday evening at the Raleigh Beer Garden on Glenwood Avenue. The 
city-wide group has been in operation since 2008, when the Tir na nOg Irish Pub originally hosted the 
run. Though the WCBA Run Club is a new and developing initiative with hopes of expansion beyond 
the weekly nOg runs, there are more than a few reasons why it is worth stopping by the Beer Garden 
on a Monday night.  Here are five: 

1. It’s healthy.  Starting the week with an invigorating workout can enormously reduce stress at 
home and at work, providing mental clarity to help weather the rigors of the legal profession. 

2. It’s flexible.  The run club is perfect for the lawyer’s packed and often frenetic schedule. 
Participants are welcome to join as frequently as they wish, with no RSVP requirements or ongoing 
commitment expectations.  This group is meant to reduce stress, not increase it.  However, as an 
incentive for continued attendance, those registering their weekly runs can earn a free polyblend nOg 
Run t-shirt after the successful completion of 10 runs.  

3. It’s communal. One of the best features of the weekly runs is the opportunity to connect 
with other Wake County Bar members, as well as nOg run participants from outside of the legal 
community. 

4. It’s approachable and inclusive. Runners are offered a choice of four scenic downtown routes, 
ranging from three to six miles, and have the opportunity to connect with those who wish to run (or 
walk) at a similar pace. The club is certainly not limited to avid runners or Boston-marathon-bound 
fitness enthusiasts.  There is a place for joggers, walkers and laid-back meanderers alike. Truly, all 
are welcome – and that includes significant others, children and pets! 

5. If nothing else convinces you… There is a special $5 runners’ menu, NC beer specials and 
trivia available upon completion of the run. Need we say more?    WBF

We hope to see you soon! For more information about the WCBA Run Club, contact Jacob 
Davis at Jacob.A.Davis@nccourts.org or Alexandra Davis at ADavis@millermonroelaw.com.
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It is no secret that technology has both revolutionized and complicated the 
practice of law.  As the newest generation of attorneys settle into their careers, 
they are forced to consider what the practice of law means in the modern 
age: What conveniences, challenges, and risks must 21st century attorneys 
navigate that our predecessors never would have imagined? The editors of the 
Wake County Bar Flyer were fortunate to speak with the attorneys at Capital 
City Law, a dynamic Raleigh firm that embraces the practice of law in the 
technological age.  In the following interview, Partner Katie Kelsch Dowell shares 
her perspective on the changing practice of law, from effectively leveraging 
technology to meet client needs, to the challenges of growing a firm, to the 
quest to find deep fulfillment in our work as attorneys. 

What aspect of your legal practice do you enjoy the most?

In my role as attorney, the ability to choose the clients and matters I want to 
handle is incredibly important and allows me to focus my energy on the practice 
areas I most enjoy.  Personally, I like to balance transactional matters (like real 
estate closings) alongside litigation, usually pro bono for clients that make too 
much to qualify for Legal Aid or clinic services but too little to afford private 
representation.

What is the biggest challenge you have faced 
in your legal practice?

The biggest challenge I’ve faced in my legal practice has been lack of 
experience owning a business or managing a firm prior to opening Capital City 
Law.  My partners and I graduated law school together and decided to open 
Capital City Law after passing the bar exam.  At the time, our experience was 
confined to law school courses and internships, none of which offered valuable 
exposure to owning or running a law firm.  We were left researching and reading 
anything and everything we could on the subject prior to opening. We knew we 
wanted to modernize the traditional law firm management structure and create 
a progressive technology-driven business.  Unfortunately, most of the published 
material specific to law firms didn’t provide much assistance on alternative fee 
structures, technologies and similar topics we were interested in. Instead, we 
looked to contemporary resources like blogs (Lawyerist.com is amazing) and 
non-legal businesses whose marketing, accounting and management principles 
we applied and adapted to the law firm structure.  We’ve got the hang of it now 
but that initial learning curve was steep.

How is the day-to-day reality of practice different than what you 
thought it would be when you were new to the profession?

As a new lawyer, I never realized how much time would be devoted to running 
a business versus actual “lawyering.”  Turns out the reality of private practice 
is a lot less Gerry Spence and feats of legal prowess then I expected.  At least 
half of my time (if not more) is spent on law practice management, business 
development activities and marketing.  Clients must come from somewhere, 
employees won’t train themselves, and there is no magic billing and invoicing 
fairy to make sure you are actually paid for the legal services you provide.   
Balancing law practice management duties with practicing law (aka generating 

revenue) was particularly challenging starting out.  Eventually, my partners and 
I learned the value in delegating lower-level management duties to staff and 
utilizing various technologies to automate and streamline those tasks we didn’t 
delegate.

How do you find fulfillment in your work?

Autonomy and self-determination are the biggest benefits to starting my own 
firm and the most fulfilling part of my work.1  According to a recent study, I’m 
not alone – individuals who start their own business generally have greater job 
satisfaction and are more fulfilled in their work.   As a partner and business 
owner, despite the challenges that come along with starting a law firm, it is 
extremely fun and rewarding to have a hands-on role in shaping our firm, our 
brand and the overall client experience.  The ability to work when I want, where I 
want and on the matters I want is an amazing perk of the job.  Although it is not 
true that I avoid long hours by working for myself, doing so on my terms makes 
all the difference in the world and allows me to shape my own work/life balance.  

Constant technological changes and advancements are 
transforming the practice of law.  How do you feel this impacts 
your practice?  How does it benefit it?

Technology-driven transformation and improvement in the practice of law is 
a development we embrace and encourage at Capital City Law.  The biggest 
impact is that it keeps us on our toes.  We are constantly piloting new software 
and technology with an eye towards incorporation into our practice, either to 
streamline our own “back of the house” processes or to improve the client 
experience.  Currently, we utilize a wide range of technologies: law practice 
management platforms, digital storage solutions, a customer relationship 
management system (aka CRM), electronic signature software, various video 
conferencing technologies, timekeeping software, document automation 
software, accounting platforms and social media management services, to name 
a few.   These technologies create greater efficiency, decrease costs, lower legal 
fees for clients, increase profit margins and allow me to take on a higher volume 
while maintaining consistently high client satisfaction.   

What is one development, technological or otherwise, 
that you feel has revolutionized the practice of law?

One of the most revolutionary developments was the creation and subsequent 
rise of DIY legal platforms like LegalZoom, RocketLawyer, Nolo and others 

  A GROWING RALEIGH FIRM EMBRACES 
   THE CHANGING PRACTICE OF LAW
   BY KATIE KELSCH DOWELL ON BEHALF OF CAPITAL CITY LAW 

ABOVE | (From the left) Partners Kyle Smalling, Katie Dowell, and 
Amanda Buyrn at their firm’s downtown Raleigh office.

CONTINUED, NEXT PAGE
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that have commoditized legal services and provide a cheaper, faster and more 
convenient alternative to traditional legal representation. Leaving aside the 
unauthorized practice of law debate or whether it is advisable to use these 
services in lieu of an attorney, LegalZoom and others are utilizing technology 
to gain a large share of the legal market formerly left to lawyers.  For example, 
LegalZoom  reported $103 million in revenue in 2009, $120 million in 2010, 
$156 million  in 2011 and $47 million in just the first quarter of 2012.2  And 
their market is not limited to lower income clients who otherwise wouldn’t have 
paid for lawyers prior to such services being available.  In 2011, in California 
alone, over 20% (about 500,000) of all limited liabilities were formed using 
LegalZoom’s platform.3  At a time when roughly 70% of law office revenue is 
generated from businesses,4  lawyers and firms stand to lose significant revenue 
if similar market share shifts occur in other jurisdictions.  Given the growth rate 

and sheer revenue-generating potential of such services, this is a trend that the 
legal field shouldn’t ignore and should also seek to tap into as well.

The rise of these services illustrates a shift in client expectations and 
preferences in the provision of legal services.  Potential clients are opting for 
cheaper, faster and convenient legal services to the tune of millions of dollars.  
Lawyers should not ignore the market in which these companies are thriving. 
Instead, these services challenge lawyers and firms to narrow their focus on 
staying relevant and competitive while meeting changing consumer demands.  
We’ve attempted to do so by combining customized one-on-one lawyer attention 
with various software to streamline and automate the client experience – from 
intake and billing, to actual work product.  I believe other lawyers and firm will 
also shift to similar models if they have not already done so.  

How do you think the use of technology has impacted your 
relationship with your clients?  Do you think the convenience of 
email, text messaging, Skype and video conferencing enhance your 
client relationships or harm them?

Technology has largely enhanced my relationship with clients because it is easier 
and more convenient for clients to contact me directly.  Instead of scheduling 

a time for in-person meetings at the office, clients can more easily call, text or 
email me with any questions or concerns, many of which don’t require an in-
person meeting to quickly address.  On the other hand, sometimes you can have 
too much of a good thing.  The challenge of convenient access is setting client 
expectations. If not done clearly at the outset of representation, some clients 
will have high (and unrealistic) expectations of availability and accessibility, 
as well as response and work product turnaround time.   Just because they 
can email or text at 9 p.m. on a Sunday does not mean they should expect a 
response.  Failing to set expectations clearly on the front end can cause harmful 
consequences, but they can be avoided. The benefits far outweigh the cost.

How do you think that our increased focus on convenience and 
efficiency, and gradual tendency to move away from face-to-face 
conversations, has affected our relationship with clients and 
colleagues?

The trend away from face-to-face interactions reflects the changing market 
and expectations of potential clients.  Because we are responding to consumer 
demand, the focus on convenience and efficiency is giving the market what 
they want, resulting in high rates of client satisfaction. While some might argue 
that such remote communication could depersonalize the client experience, 
the opposite seems to be the case in my practice.  By utilizing technology and 
convenient communication alternatives, I get to know my clients very well by 
staying in regular contact, more than I would if we were restricted to in-person 
conversations alone.  I also have regular face-to-face meetings with clients but 
not as frequently as I would if such alternatives weren’t available. This trend has 
had a bigger impact on relationships with colleagues.  Networking and building 
professional relationships with other lawyers is not easily accomplished via text 
or email.  In my experience, face-to-face interactions with colleagues still reign 
supreme.   

Recent studies have shown that an overwhelming percentage of 
lawyers are unhappy with their work.  Why do you think that is the 
case?  More importantly, what are some things every lawyer can 
do to enhance satisfaction and fulfillment in his or her work?

I believe many lawyers are unhappy with their work primarily due to lack of 
work-life balance.  Many of my lawyer friends frequently complain about long 
work days, the pressure of billable hours, lack of time for family and friends and 
pressure to work outside normal business hours thanks to smartphones and 
other devices that make remote work possible. One thing I’ve found immensely 
helpful to correct these pressures is to put work away and disconnect in the 
evening and on weekends.  Technology may be great for enhancing accessibility 
but self-imposed limits on after-hours communication is a life saver.  Absent 
extraordinary circumstances, my phone is off while I’m with my kids in the 
evenings, I don’t work Saturday or Sunday, and I don’t answer emails on the 
weekends.  I’ve found I am more present spending time with my family and 
friends, can relax, am less stressed, and therefore feel recharged.  It certainly 
makes returning to work a lot less daunting.  

I’d love to say an inspiring book or amazing TED talk gave me the courage to 
disconnect.  In reality, I smashed my phone and couldn’t receive texts, check 

ABOVE | Partners Amanda Buyrn (left) and Katie Dowell (right).

  SMALL RALEIGH LAW FIRM, CONTINUED

CONTINUED, NEXT PAGE
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  SMALL RALEIGH LAW FIRM, CONTINUED

emails or otherwise work outside the office for a whole weekend.  After a brief 
initial panic attack, it wasn’t long before I realized how freeing it was to be 
unavailable and that no earth-shattering catastrophes occurred in my absence.  
Since then, this system has helped me maintain balance between my working 
and personal lives, as have other steps such as turning off email notifications on 
my phone.  Whatever works for you, find a way to disconnect.

What advice would you give new lawyers 
who are just starting out in their practices?

First, you should be very sure you want to start your own firm because it requires 
a lot of money, time, hard work and drive.  No matter your experience level, 
hanging your shingle is challenging.  Do your research and make sure this path 
is for you because it isn’t for everyone.  

Second, as new attorneys and the legal equivalent of a startup, you can’t 
compete with the big firms in your area so don’t try. Know your market, find 
your own value proposition, and play to your strengths.  Embrace being the new 
kid on the block and what you lack in experience make up for with innovation – 
alternative fee structures, technology and an approachable culture. 

Finally, you’re not supposed to know everything right out of the gate but you 

are supposed to have enough sense to ask for help if you need it.  You’ll 
quickly learn that law school wasn’t enough. Take as many CLEs as you can, 
observe other attorneys in action and collect a solid supplement bank.  Most 
important, gather a solid supply of mentors, former law professors, paralegals, 
and experienced attorneys you can call on for questions or advice.  You’ll be 
surprised at how willing to help attorneys and others in the legal field will be.  
And, when all else fails, know when to bow out if the matter is above your ability 
level.  

How do you define success in the legal profession?  
Do you think the definition of success is changing?

I define success in the legal profession as zealously advocating for clients 
without sacrificing professional fulfillment and balance.  I’m successful if I’ve 
helped, advised, negotiated or otherwise helped my clients to the best of my 
ability. Technology enhances that ability, provides for better advocacy and service 
in a more efficient way.  The definition of success hasn’t changed. Zealously 
advocating for clients is still the guiding principle.  However, the ways in which 
we advocate at all, much less zealously, are ever-evolving as new developments 
enhance our abilities and we have to evolve with it to be successful.    WBF

ABOVE | The Capital City Law team.

End Notes
1. Global Entrepreneurship Monitor: 2013 Global report, available at http://www.babson.edu/
Academics/centers/blank-center/global-research/gem/Documents/GEM%202013%20Glob-
al%20Report.pdf
2. Benjamin H. Barton, A Glass Half Full Look at the Changes in the American Legal Market 17 
(Univ. of Tenn. Legal Studies Research Paper No. 210, 2013), available at http://papers.ssrn.
com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2054857.
3. LegalZoom,Inc., SEC Form S- ‐1,available at
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1286139/000104746912005763/a2209299zs-1.
htm (last accessed March 5, 2017).
4. Heinz, John P., Edward O. Laumann, Robert L. Nelson, Rebecca Sandefur, and Paul S. 
Schnorr. Chicago Lawyers Survey, 1994-1995. ICPSR04100-v1. Ann Arbor, MI: Inter-university 
Consortium for Political and Social Research [distributor], 2006-01-06. http://doi.org/10.3886/
ICPSR04100.v1.  See also, Jordan Furlong, How Access-to-Justice Efforts are Changing 
the Consumer Legal Market, available at https://lawyerist.com/144695/access-justice-ef-
forts-changing-consumer-legal-market/

ABOVE | Partner Katie Dowell. 



BarCARES
Did you know that BarCARES also has resources for career 
counseling? Don’t hesitate to call — no problem is too big  
or too small. We have a program ready to help you and your 
immediate family.
             Call 919.929.1227 or 1.800.640.9735

IN 1984, MONTHS BEFORE I was born, my grandmother was brutally 
murdered by my dad’s stepbrother. Having never fully recovered from 
this tragedy, my parents eventually divorced. Consequently, my siblings 
and I were raised on welfare.  These hardships, however, fostered a deep 
empathy within me and compelled me to help others. For example, my 
first grade teacher asked me to tutor a classmate in reading. Not only did 
I obey, but I intuitively created a system that he could understand. Thus, 
process creation became my way of helping.

Higher education strengthened my process to approach life’s problems. 
First, I attended Grambling State University in Louisiana. One of my three 
degrees was a Master’s in Public Administration, which formally trained 
me in scientific management theory. Then, I attended Campbell Law in 
2011 where I relied on my formal training to create a new administrative 
structure for our pro bono program. The program grew exponentially 
under my leadership and continues to thrive today. These experiences 
empowered me to hang my own shingle immediately after law school.

Piece by piece, I created a lean practice that cost only $500 to setup. I 
also kept my monthly operations under $300 by being “untethered.” In 
other words, I leveraged flexible workspaces for a fraction of the cost 
of leasing an office. The low overhead gave me the freedom to discover 
where I was most effective and prosperous as a new attorney. I found 
my niche: I educate employees and help them overcome workplace 
discrimination through advocacy. In two and a half years, I’ve served 
dozens of clients and generated six-figures worth of business. 

Now, with POPUP Law Firm, I help solos systematically start and grow 
their practices. POPUP describes this process: Priorities, Organization, 
Profits, Understanding, and People. It can work for untethered, virtual, 

or brick and mortar 
practices because it 
creates a model that 
works best for the 
attorney. Eric Ries, 
author of The Lean 
Startup, teaches 
that entrepreneurs 
should quickly and 
inexpensively create 
business models. 
The goal is to rapidly 
test the model with 
customer feedback, 
prepared to adjust until 
the model fits squarely 
within customer demand. 
POPUP embodies these strategies and has successfully developed 
unique models for early adopters of the program.

The future of law will likely depend on processes to reveal new markets, 
new ways to solve problems and new ways of delivering legal services. 
My passion is to help facilitate this movement. The sooner we innovate, 
the sooner we can better serve our communities. At the end of the day, 
countless individuals and families are facing hardships and tragedies. 
They desperately need legal help. With the right processes, however, 
we can make advocacy worthwhile for those in need and for those who 
serve.   WBF
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  THE FUTURE OF LAW: IT’S A PROCESS
   BY ANITRA K. BROWN | POPUP LAW FIRM 

Anitra K. Brown 



ON MY FIRST DAY OF LAW SCHOOL, I attended a contracts class.  As part of a “get to know 
you” exercise, the professor asked us all to take out a sheet of paper and write down three things 
we refused to change while in law school.  Unsure what he was going for with this exercise, I wrote 
down the following:  (1) my sense of humor, (2) my health, and (3) my relationships.  This was 
probably the single most valuable law school exercise I ever completed and is probably the number 
one reason I co-founded Felton Banks, PLLC.

Working in what I consider to be a “traditional” law firm, I was exposed to 60-hour work weeks, 
stressful situations and a confounding sense that I was not cut out for the gig.  The truth is, I wasn’t 
cut out for that firm or any firm like it and quickly I learned I was not alone.  First and foremost, 
I’m not bashing any law firm.  Every firm is different and has its own set of priorities.  When Adam 
Banks and I started Felton Banks, we had few ideas of how we wanted to practice but we had a 
ton of ideas of how we didn’t want to practice.  We set out to create a law firm environment that 
was less stuffy and more fun, an environment that is serious while at the same time diffusive of the 
tension legal issues often carry.  We wanted to be as our firm’s mantra states: “more than law.” 

From our genesis in 2015, we wanted clients to come into our office and feel welcomed, 
appreciated and to see us as a teammate rather than just an attorney. So we ditched the power suit and started wearing jeans and casual attire 
to work.  Then when it came time to hire an attorney and paralegal, we got creative in terms of our hiring practices and developed a set of policies 
and procedures that allowed us to “practice what we preach” so often to clients.  When it came time to settle into a new office, we attempted to 
make it comfortable, modern, and accommodating to everyone, including our four-legged friends.  Adam and I were also adamant to keep the 
“people factor” alive in our practice of law.  This means flexibility and honesty in our billing practices and always keeping in mind that the reason 
people come to our firm is because they need help. 

To circle back to those three things I wouldn’t give up in law school, the truth is that these are also three things I refused to give up in practice.  It 
seems in the near past the practice of law has been centered on long hours and partnership tracks leaving little time to lead a life outside of work 
as a spouse, partner, friend or parent.  Adam and I rejected that model with Felton Banks.  We not only strive to provide a flexible environment 
for our employees but we also strive to create a flexible environment for our clients.   We believe we are only as valuable to our clients as we are 
valuable to ourselves and therefore must always be more than law.  I still believe the general practice of law is (in general) missing flexibility and the 
people factor, and overall continues to remain rigid.  But as we’ve learned with our experience, it doesn’t have to be this way.

This brings me to the final point.  Starting a law firm was the wildest, craziest and scariest thing I have ever done yet no amount of money would 
make me go back and not make that same decision again and again.  Every day I am humbled by the fact that people trust me with their legal 
issues and that I am privileged to work with a group of talented people where I can laugh at work every day while practicing law.  My only hope is 
that other firms pick up on our trend so all attorneys can go to work and feel the same way I do.   WBF
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  THE CHANGING PRACTICE OF LAW
   BY ASHLEY L. FELTON |  FELTON BANKS, PLLC 

Ashley L. Felton

MAY 11 SOCIAL | BOXCAR BAR+ ARCADE

330 W. Davie Street | Thursday, May 11
5:30 - 7 p.m. Food drinks and fun – join us for 
corn hole, arcade games, skee ball and more!
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www.lawyersmutualnc.com

LIABILITY INSURANCE 
COMPANY OF 
NORTH CAROLINA

LAWYERS 
MUTUAL

919.677.8900   800.662.8843     

connect
with us

Lawyers Mutual was founded 40 years ago with a simple mission: 

Lawyers Helping Lawyers. We have been doing that ever since.

Now we are moving forward by remembering yesterday and building for tomorrow. 

A lasting legacy - A bold future.



ParagonBank.com

Member FDIC /      Equal Housing Lender

3535 Glenwood Ave.   Raleigh, NC 27612   919.788.7770 
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LIKE MANY YOUNG LAW 
SCHOOL GRADUATES, I took 
the well-traveled path of starting 
my career at large law firms, first 
in Delaware and then in my new 
home, North Carolina.  While I 
enjoyed some of the perks of 
working for big firms and some of 
the resources they bring to bear 
for clients, I wanted something 
different—something more flexible 
and customizable, a place that 
somehow balanced the needs of my 
clients with my needs as an attorney, and perhaps spoke to a higher purpose. 

About two years ago, I found just that place in the Forrest Firm. We’ve bet the 
success of our firm on the balance of client satisfaction, more sustainable 
working environments for attorneys, and operating for the public benefit.

Regarding clients, almost every business says they put clients first. The Forrest 
Firm client experience is built on flexibility and predictability. We’re flexible, in 
that we are accessible, keeping office hours on-site at places like American 
Underground and ReCity, as well as working out of fractional office space we 
share in multiple markets across the Triangle and North Carolina.  We place 
a premium on being where clients need us, and we strive to be the most 
responsive firm they will ever encounter.

In terms of predictability, we’ve built multiple engagement models that bring 
different levels of resources into play, based on how much and how often clients 
want to commit to legal services, enabling them to anticipate legal spend while 
we proactively address their needs.

For attorneys, it’s about structuring our professional lives in ways that balance 
the firm’s needs with our own, without sacrificing our families and sanity in the 
process. This point was huge for me, personally—my wife and I homeschool 
for, among other reasons, the flexibility it provides for raising children at different 
stages of life. For others in the firm, it’s about leaving the cubicle and the 80-
hour weeks, finding a better quality of life in actually seeing clients and working 
from anywhere—even home. To see what we mean, I invite you to validate this 
by searching the hashtag, #FFWorkfromAnywhere, on Twitter.

Finally, we have purposed our firm to a higher calling, enjoying opportunities 
to benefit our local communities. Last year, we formalized this commitment, 
becoming a Certified B Corporation. Becoming a B Corporation has influenced 
nearly every driver of our practice, as we adopt sustainability policies and 
promote empowerment of our employees, rather than top-down management.  
Perhaps best yet, it’s revolutionized our approach to pro bono work, and we’ve 
doubled down on working with non-profits and community service, too.

The Forrest Firm is a place where I can take my clients seriously and know that 
my work will impact the community, while allowing me to enjoy why I work in the 
first place, my family.   WBF

  BUILDING A BETTER LAW FIRM
    BY JESSE JONES | THE FORREST FIRM 

Jesse Jones



MAYBE BOOMERS’ MUSIC 
WAS BETTER, but our clothes 
were ridiculous, we were self-
centered libertines in youth, we 
cannot multitask and we have a 
fetish for the telephone. Now we run 
the company. Until we all die, retire 
or get outvoted, everyone else has 
to decide how best to communicate 
with us. This outline is meant as 
some insight into what drives, 
attracts and repels management 
members born between about 1946 
and 1964.

Why should it matter? Because Boomers constitute 40% of the US population, 
control 50% of all private wealth, occupy 70% of business management 
positions and possess $2.3 trillion in annual spending power. Only 11% expect 
to stop all work upon retirement.

Disclaimer: This material is filled with gross generalizations and stereotypical 
behaviors. Not all of them are positive, but all of them are subjective and 
from a qualified member of the Boomer Generation. Readers with a finely 
manufactured sense of political correctness will likely be outraged. Read on at 
your own risk. Yes, we Boomers are judgmental. It comes with age.

I. Defining the relative generations: The lines of separation are blurred, 
and some individuals’ behavior can be anomalous, but in general:

A. The “Veterans” aka the “Greatest Generation” (Once also the “Silent 
Majority” and to Boomers “The Establishment”.)  Born before 1946, children 
of war, a real Depression, privation and 20th-century chaos, they were often 
utterly despised by Boomers in our youth.

Characteristics:
1. Hard-working from a sense of duty. Work for its own sake.
2. Personal privacy has real meaning and value. Feelings go unexpressed.
3. Deference to authority and to vertical command structures.
4. Personal integrity and loyalty.  A promise is a bond and a test of character.
5. Desire for established social order, often perceived as bias.
6. Formality in dress, behavior and communication. Neckties and starch.
7. Materialism. Possessive of “stuff” and conscious of social status it 
signifies.
8. Communication style: Command and direct, by written paper memo. 
Meetings were for announcements, not idle questions or brainstorming.
9. Money is for saving. So are rubber bands and wrapping paper.
10. “Feedback” is a negative expression. No news is good news. Praise is 
rare.

B. The “Boomers”, aka the “ME Generation”. Born 1946 - 1964, we migrated 
from “Leave it to Beaver” to Woodstock in less than a decade. Much of our 

character was formed in reaction to the Veterans’ “bourgeois” behavior.

1. Remarkably egocentric and self-absorbed.
2. Highly competitive as individuals and within groups. Rugged 
individualism is seen as a virtue, not an indication of anti-social behavior.
3. Workaholic. Boomers invented the term, but embrace work not as duty 
but as a means to an end or as a self-definition of value.
4. Goal-oriented and impatient with delays and bureaucratic “Mickey 
Mouse.”
5. Quick to challenge authority. Rules are for everyone else, or to be 
evaded. Boomer expression of disdain: “Selling out to The Man.”
6. Quick to embrace causes. We inhaled tear gas and cannabis 40 years 
ago.
7. Inclusive of others provided they are competent and contributory. 
Diversity as valuable for its own sake is a concept still unlearned by many 
Boomers.
8. Dismissive of insincerity or fraud, and slow to restore legitimacy.
9. Functional in groups, but a Boomer expects to be the most valuable 
group member and expects to lead it.
10. Communication preference: face-to-face or by telephone. Meetings 
are opportunities to see and speak, not read and listen (or to text under the 
table).
11. Money is for spending – preferably on ourselves.

C. Gen-X’ers and Y’ers (“Millenials”). This is not about you, so define 
yourselves elsewhere. Popular literature is replete with hand-wringing 
observations that you are The End of Civilized Society. If Boomers did not 
trigger the downfall of the species, then neither are you likely to.

1. Gen-X: the perennial Middle Child, born 1965 -1979. “Cynical slackers” 
is unearned, but our parents (the Veterans) called Boomers much worse.
2. Millenials: born 1980 - 2000. For you, Boomers are an endless 
nuisance.

II. Boomers’ love affair with the telephone – our #1 preferred 
communication device, but not our #1 preferred method. Boomers prefer 
face-time over Facebook, and spoken words over texts.

A. What the various generations prefer is what they grew up with:

1. The Veterans: a paper memo, containing direct commands, delivered to 
the desk, signed in ink by The Boss.
2. The Boomers: a personal meeting, face-to-face or by phone.
3. Everyone else: Anything but the above, especially if it is in an electronic 
format delivered to a hand-held device.

B. Boomers’ order of preference in business communication methods:

1. Eye-to-eye, either one-on-one or in a group setting. Boomers attended 
college lectures, not online podcasts.

a. Look us in the eye and maintain eye contact. Millenials have a
reputation of timidity for lack of eye contact.

  “HOW TO TALK TO A BOOMER” OR EFFECTIVE 
    INTER-GENERATIONAL COMMUNICATION WITH MANAGEMENT
      BY FRANKLIN DRAKE | SMITH DEBNAM LAW 
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b. Learn to shake hands like an adult. “Puppy-paws”, fist-bumps and
man-hugs have no place in business.
c. Employ honorifics (“Chief”, “Colonel”, “Ma’am”) upon first meeting.
We’ll tell you when (or if) you can drop them.
d. Initially address a Boomer in a business setting by her first name at 
your own risk. No one ever embarrassed himself using “Ms.” at first.
Boomers are less formal that Veterans, but we’re becoming more 
jealous of our prerogatives as we age. So will you.
e. Learn to speak up. Precision, candor, clarity and backbone provide 
instant credibility.

(1) Boomers are apt to form emotionally based initial impressions
– a function of age and reliance on one’s “gut feelings.”
(2) Negative initial impressions seem nearly immortal and
interfere with objective information.
(3) Bad grammar, incomplete sentences and obscure cultural
references compete with body odor as a means of self-defeating
behavior.

f. Banish verbal irritants from your vocabulary:

(1) “Like” is a Millenial’s verbal crutch. (Boomer ancestor:
“You know” and “uhhh”) It drives listeners over age 45 to
distraction. It makes the speaker sound like an inarticulate
teenager.
(2) “Can’t” as in “It can’t be done” when the true statement is “I
refuse” or “I don’t know how to do it”. Boomers distrust
camouflaged incompetence more than insubordination.
(3) “So” as a initial filler word (Equivalent: “Well”)
(4) “Really” or “honestly” or “To be perfectly honest with you.”
As opposed to what? Lying? It sounds like a false effort at
truthfulness. Try, “to be candid”.
(5) “Never” and “always” beg for exceptions. Absolute
propositions attract skeptical responses.

g. Avoid wardrobe and “personal adornment” errors, unless your 
message is less important to you than your credibility.

(1) Visible tattoos: Millenials’ equivalent to Boomer’s platform
shoes, helmet hair or Elvis sideburns, but harder to remove. Cover
them up, especially if they convey any social or political message.
(2) Visible piercings that make Boomers wince to look at (i.e., not
the earlobes). Self-mutilation looks creepy to us.
(3) Hair colors not found in nature, or mammalian life forms.
(4) Cosmetics applied to cause the viewer to question the wearer’s
sanity. Ex; the Goth, the Superhero wannabe.
(5) Exposed undergarments.
(6) Over-exposed.....endowment – of any sort.
(7) Political messages of any sort, unless you know in advance the
Boss agrees with them. We probably won’t.

2. In-person, conference-room meetings, preferably with coffee and donuts.
PowerPoint is optional, but remember darkened rooms beget chins-on-
chest after lunch. The room will always be stuffy or frigid.

A. Body language really does matter. Watch where your hands go.

B. Get caught texting under the table and you can expect to be spanked. 
It reinforces the stereotype of Millenials’ zero attention span and 
electronic addiction.

3. The telephone. Boomers grew up with TV and land-line telephones. As 
with music, we remain most comfortable with what we first learned at 14.

a. Answer the call. Voicemail is for unavailability, not unwillingness to
talk. VoiceMail now transcribes to text, but:
b. Return the call with a call, not with a text. Boomers perceive text
responses to voicemails as dismissive, detached, abbreviated excuses 
for interpersonal interaction.
c. Make the call. Boomers are accustomed to taking calls reflexively,
rather than screening them or routing them to VoiceMail. (We hide
behind telephone receptionists and “executive assistants” instead of
electronics).
d. Try the phone first, before resorting to electronics. Call before we get
in, or during lunch hour, or later in the evening, even if remotely. It 
makes the caller appear diligent.
e. Call our office-desk land-line first, then try the cell. Although 
Boomers invented the cellphone, most do not consider it an extension 
of our bodies.

(1) Land-liners cling to the illusion of privacy by using it solely for
personal communication, not business needs.
(2) Cell calls are often still seen as expensive minute-burners,
reserved for back-up communications.

f. Beware the dual-phone user. Select the right cell line.

(1) Company-provided electronics mean NO expectation of ANY
privacy by any user, ever. Cell phones are now only incidentally
telephones. They are more correctly archiving computers with
telephonic capabilities. Your life is recorded – literally.
(2) Litigation-holds can extend to cell phone records, texts can be
subpoenaed, call records can be mined and privacy is meaningless.
(3) Lost phones can be remotely wiped of sensitive information.
Some businesses now furnish phones and track their use so they
can be wiped if lost or misplaced – and all the grandkids’ pictures.
(4) Blending business use with personal use on any electronics
means all the personal use history is subject to scrutiny forever.

4. Voicemail. This is an extension of the telephone, not of email. Do not
express anything on voicemail (or in an email) you do not want read back to 
you at your next salary and performance review, or under cross-examination 
on the witness stand.

5. Email, especially after-hours, unless an emergency arises. Then call. The
only reliable way to get a Boomer’s immediate answer is to call, not text.

a. Many Boomers are more comfortable with email than Twitter or any
other electronic method (except Skype or its equivalent). The rules that
applied to paper memos to Veterans, apply equally to emails to Boomers:
b. Reliance on spell-check, auto-correction and emoticons in business
communications betrays the writer as lazy, foolish, naive or immature.

  INTERGENERATIONAL COMMUNICATION CONTINUED

CONTINUED, NEXT PAGE
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Use them at your peril.
c. Grammatical errors, text-spelling abbreviations, sentence fragments 
and misused words interfere with the message. They are the bad breath 
of the written word.
d. Jargon (especially techno-jargon) and passive voice sentence
construction are the preserve of the frightened bureaucrat.
e.Nothing transmitted is confidential, much less secret.
f. Nothing on Facebook or any other social medium can ever be kept from 
The Boss. It will be forwarded to him (or her).

6. The bottom of the preferred list: texts and social media. Unless 
you know for certain that your Boomer-reader is a texter, a dedicated 
Facebook addict or a tweeter, the preferred method to reach a Millenial is 
the last choice to reach a Boomer.

a. Many are not connected 24/7/365, nor within reach of a 
touchscreen even at bedside.
b. Send a text to a non-texting Boomer and expect to receive a
handwritten note in response – in cursive a Millenial cannot read.

III. Boomer attitudes to watch for, even when your communication is 
received:

A. “Show me.” Beware many Boomers are quick to interpret body language 
and eye contact. We will trust non-verbal communication over statements 
that contradict them.
B. Adopt an open, direct, candid style of communication.
C. Provide front-loaded answers and back-loaded explanations, not 
the reverse. We do not require sound-bites, but we do require details if 
requested.
D. Present options and alternative solutions, whenever stating any problem. 
Otherwise, the speaker risks whining.
E. “It isn’t real if it isn’t on Facebook” does not apply to Boomers.
F. Multi-tasking usually means performing a number of tasks badly at the 
same time, for Boomers.
G. Do not expect immediate feedback unless it’s negative. We got none from 
the Veterans, and we have not learned Millenials yearn for it.    WBF

“[Boomers] need to realize how important acknowledgment is, but the 
younger generations need to realize they’re not going to get an I.V. drip 
of praise.” ~ Dana Brownlee, Professionalism Matters   

  INTERGENERATIONAL COMMUNICATION CONTINUED
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WE OPENED THARRINGTON SMITH  September 1, 1964. Hardly any 
law firm had carpets on office floors at the time. Clients would resent such 
wasteful and reckless spending. We laid down a beautiful carpet. People 
came in droves to see it. Somehow, we kept the business going despite the 
carpets. But, of course, we could not be caught for a minute without a little 
red book presented by the Wake County Bar Association. It was called the 
Wake County Minimum Fee Schedule. Inside was a list of the many services 
lawyers perform: drafting wills, defending speeding cases, handling divorces. 
Next to the description of the service there was a number. This was the 
number of dollars below which we could not venture in setting fees. We could 
charge more, but we could not charge less. We followed this to the letter. It 
never occurred to us to resist on the ground that what we were engaging in 
was price fixing or antitrust conduct. We were thankful to be lawyers. All was 
well. In 1977, the United States Supreme Court resolved this issue in Goldfarb 
v. Virginia State Bar, 433 U.S. 350.  No more minimum fee schedules. 

As new lawyers, we dealt daily with how we could somehow attract clients. 
We never considered newspaper advertisements, radio or television. This 
was because we were not permitted to advertise. The rules were dramatic 
and severe. We followed the rules, which allowed no advertising absolutely. 
Terrible things happened to people who advertised. In 1975, the United States 
Supreme Court decided Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, 421 U.S. 773. Lawyers 
could now advertise their services.   

Bar meetings were enjoyable experiences because we knew everyone. We 
met in the ballroom of the old Sir Walter Hotel. At the first meeting I attended, 
the issue was whether to admit African Americans to the Wake County Bar. 
The fight was historic. The debate was powerful. On that day the Wake 
County Bar Association voted to admit African Americans. My recollection 
is that Joe Cheshire IV carried the day with a passionate speech that I will 
always remember. That chance introduced a steady stream of remarkable 
and talented African American women and men who came to the Wake 
County Bar and provided much appreciated leadership and excellent legal 
services. Wake County Bar picnics were cherished events. All the young 
lawyers left the fall picnic a little early and went to the Zebulon fair. It was an 
event of high drama. 

We were proud of our new office equipment. We typed letters and made 
copies with carbon paper. If we made a mistake, a drop or two of a magical 
material called “white out,” worked pretty well. Of course, “white out” could 
be spotted easily by the recipient of the letter. But, it was usually just too 
much to retype the whole thing. So, start all over now and this time please 
don’t make a mistake. One letter typed over and over was a terrific burden.  
After a while we got the most amazing machine anyone had ever seen. It was 
certainly the last thing that could ever be done to advance the printed word. 
This machine was an IBM Selectric Mag Card Typewriter. This meant if you 
made a mistake the machine could just type the whole thing over without any 
work by the typist. Oh my goodness! What will they come up with next? With 
this new machine, we could write letters all day just for fun. 

Trials were extraordinarily robust. Speaking objections were the norm. 
“Objection, your Honor. He knows better than that.” “Yes, sustained, Mr. 

Jones. You know better than that.” Jury arguments lasted for hours. There 
was no air conditioning in the old courthouse and the windows were flung 
open in the summer time. People could stand on Fayetteville Street and hear 
the arguments. 

The Raleigh Police Department and the Sheriff’s offices were filled with great 
colorful people. We knew them and really appreciated them. I still keep a list 
of them, people I will remember forever. All of them are gone now: Deputies 
Chalk, Branch, Weatherspoon, Munn, Kelly, Spence and the unforgettable 
Lonnie Covert. They were great people and we took the time to know and 
appreciate them. We valued them personally. Defendants were arraigned 
right in front of the jurors. Indictments were draconian. The standard sexual 
assault indictment read: “John Smith, not having the fear of God before his 
eyes and being seduced by the devil, etc.” In one of my first trials, I moved 
that the court strike this language from the indictment, because it alleged 
that a mythological creature whose existence had never been proved had 
overwhelmed my client. Later, I realized that I could have blamed the whole 
thing on the devil and won the trial. 

Each small town had its own recorders court. There was no District Court 
System and there was no Court of Appeals. So, we made our journeys to 
Wendell, Zebulon, Fuquay, Cary, Garner, to recorders court. This was a court 
calendar and in addition a social event because all the lawyers were making 
the rounds like itinerant preachers and we could catch up and enjoy the 
camaraderie and the great advantage of being a lawyer and being in the 
company of the best and most interesting people in the world, our fellow 
lawyers.

Just as is the case today, there were giants then. There were truly great and 
talented lawyers. They were just as good as the lawyers practicing today. 
They were smart and worked hard. There were legendary people whose good 
deeds and great moments whether as transaction lawyers or trial lawyers 
will never be forgotten. They were brilliant cross examiners and closers. They 
were outstanding business lawyers. It would be a great mistake to think that 
they were not as good because they lived “back then.” But I remember them 
as great-hearted people. People who wanted to help a young lawyer. Kind and 
good-hearted people populated the bar. They still do. They certainly did then.   

I know that these changes are breathtaking. Many of the changes have made 
us better at our work. Perhaps we more fully appreciated each other 50 years 
ago. We acknowledged more completely the truth that lawyers really are the 
most well-read, enlightened and interesting people within our culture. We 
took more time to observe this truth back then.

Most of all, I acknowledge the struggle we encounter to remain relevant. 
This struggle is never ending. Stay abreast of new laws. Keep up with new 
technology. 

During this 50 year journey, I have seen dramatically the need for frequent 
respite.  Music has been that for me. Every lawyer should join a band.  On 
every block in America, in someone’s basement there is a group of lawyers 
playing rock music. This, for sure, is the hope of the world.   WBF

  TIME AND THE RIVER
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    LOOKING BACK
  BY WADE M. SMITH | THARRINGTON SMITH, LLP
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       21ST CENTURY CLIENTS
       BY CAMILLE STELL, VICE PRESIDENT OF CLIENT SERVICES | LAWYERS MUTUAL

TODAY’S CUSTOMERS EXPECT an effortless experience. What does this mean? Think of ATMs replacing bank tellers 
and Amazon replacing shopping in person. How does this translate into what legal service clients want?

OUR CLIENTS
Our law firms should focus on the client experience. This includes transparency around fees, process transparency, 
providing practical advice and counsel to clients and respecting their time. Clients may expect less individualized 
services in routine matters, however, they expect more help with complex issues and they will be delighted by firms 
who can find innovative ways to solve problems. 

The age of the internet allows us all to become “do-it-yourselfers.” By doing research on WebMD, patients may still visit 
their doctor, but they will do it with a diagnosis in hand and a request for a specific medication because they have seen 
advertisements on TV. In fact, the website’s tagline is “Better information. Better health.”

So what can lawyers offer to clients that they cannot get from the internet? Your ability to take their specific legal 
problem and work with them to find a tailored solution. Your ability to provide counsel and legal advice and to 
brainstorm a multitude of solutions.

Your clients want personalized help. They want someone who will anticipate and lessen their legal problems. They 
want someone who is responsive, who works with them to identify what a “win” looks like. In addition, the service 
needs to be delivered as quickly as possible at an affordable – and this is a very important piece of the solution – and 
predictable price. 

Clients are more aggressive about speaking out for what they want than ever before. In the past, our clients may have 
been unhappy, but they were using the only lawyer in town or the only lawyer who specialized in the field where they 
had legal needs. Today, more than ever, we need to hear our clients and be responsive to their needs.

Develop a “partner” mentality with your clients. Not in the law firm sense of the word, but the idea that you are on the 
same team. Let your client know that they matter and that their ideas and input are important. If you are handling a 
case for a client, you want to know what their goals are and what they are trying to accomplish. How will they measure 
success in this case? If your client’s only measure of success is a six figure settlement and you know that you can’t 
accomplish that for them, you are setting yourself and your client up for failure. Involve the client early in the process 
and help them to set measures of success that are reasonable. This will help you secure an outcome that is good for 
the client and good for you in that you have a satisfied client.

To make sure you are meeting your promises to your clients, end each conversation with these two questions: “What 
have I agreed to do, and when do you expect me to do it?” and “What have I promised (or predicted) will happen and 
when do you expect it to happen?” When the client leaves, put deadlines in your docket system to remind you that 
these tasks are due and respond to your client as promised.

OUR BEST RESOURCE – OUR PEOPLE
It’s not just our clients who have new expectations. Today’s law students and new lawyers expect alternatives to 
traditional work in the traditional workplace. They want to be equipped to deal with globalization while still placing high 
value on their local knowledge and contacts.

Many firms today are continuing to “right size” their employee ranks. I see many valued employees with 20 years of 
experience who are let go because the job they used to do doesn’t exist anymore. Meanwhile, there are many unmet 
needs remaining in the firm – technology, professional development, strategy, long-range planning, marketing and 
business development just to name a few. Rather than trimming payroll, how about retraining your employees? They 
already know your firm and your clients. Put them to work learning new skills such as developing processes and 
procedures that provide more efficiencies for your firm. Invest in your employees to keep their skills up to date so that 
you aren’t faced with laying off employees because their skills don’t match your needs.

Begin conversations in your firms that are inclusive of all team members. Talk about the challenges that are present in 
the 21st century law office and ask how everyone can be involved to move the firm forward. 

21st century clients will drive a revolution in the delivery of legal services. Clients will demand transparency, innovative 
problem solving and client teams that can deliver timely results at appropriate pricing. 21st century lawyers will rely on 
a more modern skill set that includes cultural competency, leadership, project management, business acumen, high 
risk tolerance, technology, social networking, communication, presentation, effective team building and problem solving. 
Today’s law students and new lawyers expect alternatives to the traditional workplace and traditional work style. This 
collision of forces will result in clients and lawyers who are allies rather than adversaries. I believe creative solutions will 
abound. I can’t wait to see what we come up with.   WBF

CAMILLE STELL is the Vice 
President of Client Services for 
Lawyers Mutual. 

Keep the conversation going 
by reaching out to Camille at 
800.662.8843 or Camille@
lawyersmutualnc.com..
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LEGAL AID OF NORTH CAROLINA and 
the entire Wake County legal community 
have lost an invaluable advocate for equal 
justice. Celia Mansaray, a paralegal and 
the pro bono coordinator for Legal Aid’s Raleigh office, passed 
away unexpectedly March 16. Over her 35-year career at Legal Aid, 
Celia made herself well known among Wake County lawyers as a 
persuasive pro bono recruiter and passionate advocate for Legal Aid 
clients. Victor Boone, the senior managing attorney of Legal Aid’s 
Raleigh office, said, “We will forever remember Celia’s dedication to 
our clients and her love for all of us. We will forever celebrate her life 
and legacy, as well as our love for her.”    WBF

CELIA MANSARAY 
WILL BE MISSED

FROM EARLY CHILDHOOD, I loved to cook.  Many people think that all I 
do is bake since baked goods are what are most likely to appear at a meeting 
or the office.  But really, can you bring a barbecue brisket and leave it on the 
counter at work or on a table at a meeting? I do now have a 9x13 crockpot, so 
buffalo chicken dip has shown up at some events.

Lately, people have asked me why I seem to do so much baking/cooking these 
days.  The answer to that question lies in a lesson I learned from my father – 
which seems a constant refrain in my life these days.  Dad was about my age 
when he started fixing his mother’s watermelon pickle recipe each year.  He 
would say that the great thing about making those pickles was you could not 
get in a rush or you would ruin everything.

The same is true of any cooking.  We, as lawyers, tend to wrap ourselves up in 
the problems of others.  We are currently held to a standard of perfection on a 
deadline.  Settling into the kitchen allows me the opportunity to clear my head, 
slow down, and fully concentrate on something other than work.  More than 
once, ingredients have ended up in the trash because I was not successful in 
the clearing my head part of the process.

Cooking comes with a fringe benefit for others.  I actually really like most of 
what I cook and if it was sitting around the house, would eat too much of it.  

So, in law school, I began experimenting with various dessert recipes, eating 
one piece and taking the rest to my study carrel at school.  Over three years 
of law school, it went from taking most of the day for something to disappear 
to having the three-tiered Decadent Fudge Cake disappear before 10:00 a.m.  
I kept up this weekly baking schedule while clerking at the N.C. Supreme 
Court where last I heard my recipes were still on the server.  Now, being in a 
small firm where there are less mouths to feed, I tend to bake for meetings.  
Therefore, my church, the WCBA, NCBA and the Taylor Family YMCA become 
the beneficiaries of my need to decompress.  That has added an unexpected 
level of joy to the process.  And, since I readily share recipes, it is amusing 
when I run into one of my own recipes prepared by someone else for a 
gathering.

Lawyers need to find their outlets.  For 21-years, I coached youth basketball 
at the Taylor Family YMCA in Cary.  Finally, other commitments ate up my 
coaching time, so cooking is in some ways filling that gap.  The common 
element between coaching and cooking is that both take your complete mind, 
body and soul while you are “performing” and allow time to step away from the 
pressures of the practice of law.  That decompression time is essential for all 
lawyers.   WBF 

  THE ART OF BAKING 
     BY NAN HANNAH | HANNAH SHERIDAN LOUGHRIDGE & COCHRAN, LLP 
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YLD SOCIALS
May 11 – YLD Social @ Boxcar Bar + Arcade

June 8 – Summer Clerk Program @ Wake County Justice Center

June 8 – YLD Social @ Capital City Tavern

YOUNG LAWYERS DIVISION –
WE ARE CHANGING THE PRACTICE OF LAW
WHEN YOU ARE LESS EXPERIENCED than the other lawyers around you – or worse, when you are 
less experienced than opposing counsel – feelings of intimidation, insufficiency and pessimism can 
start to bubble up for a young lawyer.  How can I expect to compete against an attorney with decades 
of experience?  How do I maintain a profit margin when I don’t have an established brief bank, or a 
suitable go-by for this task?  How can I hope to market myself as a good counselor to a prospective 
client, when I’ve never been involved in this type of matter before?

William Pollard once stated that “[w]ithout change there is no innovation, creativity or incentive 
for improvement. Those who initiate change will have a better opportunity to manage the change 
that is inevitable.” Young lawyers should find some comfort in this sentiment.  The truth is that the 
practice of law has changed substantially over the past several years, and the pace of that change 

is continuing to accelerate.  A veteran attorney has the advantage of prior experience, but a young lawyer may be better equipped to take 
advantage of new technologies that make up some of that competitive advantage: navigating new platforms for client communications, 
automating repetitive processes to ensure profitability in flat-fee arrangements and leveraging social media outlets to advertise to new 
clients who are not being reached by outdated marketing strategies.  

One critical element in keeping up with new opportunities created by the changing practice of law is developing a network of attorney 
contacts to interact with on a regular basis and stay updated.  As every plugged-in YLDer knows, there is no better place to build up your 
network than the monthly socials and other events put on by the YLD throughout the year.  Take advantage – the drinks are free! – and add 
a YLD event to your calendar next month. 

FOLLOW, CONNECT AND LIKE: WCBA SOCIAL MEDIA

FACEBOOK.COM/WCBA.WAKE

@WAKECOUNTYBAR
@WCBAYLDWAKE COUNTY BAR

ASSOCIATION GROUP @WCBATENTH

Sam Fleder, President of the WCBA 
Young Lawyers Division
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“THERE ARE JUST NOT ENOUGH 
HOURS IN THE DAY.” “I never feel like I 
can really give my full attention to what I’m 
working on.” “I can’t handle the constant 
interruptions all day long.” “It is impossible 
to keep up with the constant onslaught of 
information and demands from clients.” “I 
feel like I have ADD.” 

In my work as a business coach for 
lawyers, these are the kinds of comments 
I hear from lawyers every day. Big firm 
lawyer. Small firm lawyer. Sole practitioner. 
It doesn’t matter. The challenges and 
frustrations are the same. So, when I was 
invited to submit an article for this issue, I 
knew exactly what I wanted to focus on – focus. More specifically the benefits 
of a mindfulness practice. 

What follows is Lesson 34 from my book, 50 Lessons for Lawyers. The lesson 
is a primer on mindfulness and why practicing mindfulness will not only lower 
your stress and increase your focus and productivity, it will make you a happier 
and healthier attorney. And that’s not just good for you, it’s good for everyone 
around you. If you want to thrive in the ever-changing practice of law, start with 
training your own mind.

LESSON 34. YOU ARE A LEADER. BE MINDFUL OF THAT.

You are not here merely to … make a living. You are here in order to enable 
the world to live more amply, with greater vision, with a finer spirit of hope 
and achievement. You are here to enrich the world, and you impoverish 
yourself if you forget the errand.     – Woodrow Wilson

Would you work for your firm?
I’m serious. Have you ever asked yourself that question? If you haven’t, you 
should. Think about it for a moment. Have you created the kind of firm you’d 
choose to work for, or would be proud to have your kids work for? Are you 
the type of leader you want to be for your team and your community? Do you 
make a conscious effort to bring your best self to work each day? Do you walk 
into your office with a smile on your face? If you answered “Yes!” to these 
questions, congratulations! You can count yourself among the true legal elite. 
Whether you’re leading a team of two, 10, 20, or just yourself, your leadership 
style affects everything about your law firm. If you answered “yes,” read on to 
learn how you can get even better. If you answered “no” to one or two of the 
questions posed above, don’t despair. Read on. There is one thing you can do 
that can change everything.

If there are things you’d like to change about how you lead, you can. In fact, 
there is one thing that you can do that will not only help you to improve your 
leadership, it will positively impact your general health, your ability to handle 
stress, and your ability to maintain your focus and attention. It costs you 
virtually nothing and can take a little as 10 minutes a day.

What is that one thing? Meditation – specifically, mindfulness meditation. If the 
idea of meditation freaks you out, relax. Literally. Mediation is not a religion, 
and it’s not about spirituality, unless you want it to be. It’s not about sitting 

cross-legged on the floor, unless that works for you. So, what is it? Here’s one 
of the best definitions I’ve found.

Mindfulness is about observation without criticism; being compassionate 
with yourself. When unhappiness or stress hovers overhead, rather than 
taking it all personally, you learn to treat them as if they were black clouds 
in the sky, and to observe them with friendly curiosity as they drift past. In 
essence, mindfulness allows you to catch negative thought patterns before 
they tip you into a downward spiral. It begins the process of putting you 
back in control of your life. – From Mindfulness: An Eight-Week Plan for 
Finding Peace in a Frantic World1

Meditation can reduce your stress and increase your focus. Meditation can 
boost your positivity, happiness, and feelings of well-being. Meditation can 
literally change your life. How? Through meditation you can change the neural 
pathways in your brain and break lifelong patterns of thinking and behavior. 
Neuroscience has discovered that our brains are constantly changing. 
Neuroplasticity is the term scientists use to express this concept. The neural 
pathways in our brains are not set during our childhood, as scientists during 
most of the 20th century believed. Rather, our brains are dynamic and capable 
of creating new neural pathways throughout our lives. And the most exciting 
aspect of this new neuroscience is that we can affect these pathways. We can 
create new pathways. Through meditation, we can use our mind to change our 
brain.

Your brain on stress.
In the book, Brain Rules: 12 Principles for Surviving and Thriving at Work, 
Home and School,2 author and molecular biologist John Medina explains 
that our brains are designed to deal with stress that lasts a very short time – 
seconds, in fact. When our ancestors faced stress from the fear of being eaten 
by a saber-toothed tiger, that stress came and went very quickly. You either 
ran away or were eaten – or maybe you killed the tiger. But it was all over very 
quickly. Today, our stressors last for days, weeks, months, or even longer. That 
is a big problem.

The two primary hormones that help us deal with stress – adrenaline and 
cortisol – are meant to defend us against acute stress – e.g., that saber-
toothed tiger that wants to eat us.

These days, our stresses are measured not in moments with mountain 
lions, but in hours, days, and sometimes months with hectic workplaces, 
screaming toddlers, and money problems. Our system isn’t built for that. 
And when moderate amounts of hormone build up to large amounts, or 
when moderate amounts of hormone hang around too long, they become 
quite harmful.  – From Brain Rules: 12 Principles for Surviving and Thriving 
at Work, Home and School

The harmful effects of having stress hormones build up in our bodies over time 
can make us more susceptible to heart attacks and strokes. It can weaken 
our immune system and lessen our ability to fight infections. There are also 
tremendous negative effects of long-term stress on our brains. Our brains are 
very responsive to stress. If the stress is not too severe – good stress – our 
brains actually perform more effectively. (The theory that, when our stress level 
is just right, we perform at our best, is known as the Yerkes-Dodson Law.) But 
if our brains are subjected to chronic stress, the damage can be devastating. 
According to the research reported in Brain Rules, people affected by chronic 

  THE ONE THING THAT CAN CHANGE EVERYTHING
      BY NORA RIVA BERGMAN 

CONTINUED, NEXT PAGE
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stress don’t process language efficiently, have poor long and short term 
memory, have poor concentration, and may suffer from depression.

In almost every way it can be tested, chronic stress hurts our ability to learn. 
One study showed that adults with high stress levels performed 50 percent 
worse on certain cognitive tests than adults with low stress. Specifically, 
stress hurts declarative memory (things you can declare) and executive 
function (the type of thinking that involves problem-solving). Those, of 
course, are the skills needed to excel in school and business.  – From Brain 
Rules: 12 Principles for Surviving and Thriving at Work, Home, and School

This is not good news for highly stressed lawyers. Living with high levels of 
chronic stress can negatively impact your health, your life, and your practice.

Mindfulness and Leadership
The book Primal Leadership: Unleashing the Power of Emotional Intelligence,3 
reports on the power of mindfulness, citing a study by the University 
of Wisconsin. In the study, University of Wisconsin researchers taught 
mindfulness meditation to scientists at a biotech firm who suffered from the 
stressful pace of their work. After just eight weeks in the study, the participants 
reported noticeably less stress – and they reported that they felt more 
creative and enthusiastic about their work. “But most remarkably, their brains 
had shifted toward less activity in the right prefrontal areas (which generate 
distressing emotions) and moved in the left— the brain’s center for upbeat, 
optimistic feelings.”

So, what does this mean for you? Through mindfulness meditation, in as little 
as 10 minutes a day, you can begin to change the pathways in your brain 
to reduce your stress and create a positive impact on those around you. 
Numerous studies have found that people who meditate regularly are happier 
than the average person. But that’s not all; a variety of other studies cited in 
Mindfulness: An Eight –Week Plan for Finding Peace in a Frantic World have 
found that:

• Anxiety, depression and irritability all decrease with regular sessions of 
meditation.
• Memory also improves, reaction times become faster, and mental and 
physical stamina increase.
• Regular meditators enjoy better and more fulfilling relationships.
• Studies worldwide have found that meditation reduces the key indicators 
of chronic stress, including hypertension.
• Meditation has also been found to be effective in reducing the impact of 
serious conditions, such as chronic pain and cancer, and can even help to 
relieve drug and alcohol dependence.
• Studies have now shown that meditation bolsters the immune system 
and thus helps to fight off colds, flu and other diseases.

Here’s another great thing about mindfulness. It costs you practically nothing. 
All you need to do is get started. You may already be practicing a form of 
mindfulness through yoga or Tai Chi. If you are, then you know the benefits 
that being mindful can bring to every aspect of your life. I’m suggesting that 
you make time in your day to expand the practice. Even 10 minutes a day can 
make a big difference.

We often simply do not have the space, the breathing room, necessary to be 
clear and focused, and to listen deeply to ourselves and to others. – From 
Finding the Space to Lead: A Practical Guide to Mindful Leadership4

Living the Lesson
I’d like to recommend three resources to get you started on your brain-
changing journey. Each offers a different perspective on meditation and how it 
can have a positive impact on nearly every aspect of your life.

• Meditations to Change Your Brain: Rewire Your Neural Pathways to 
Transform Your Life,5 by Rick Hanson, a neuropsychologist, and Rick Mendius, 
a board certified neurologist, is a fascinating look into how our brains work 
and what we can do to affect how our brains grow and change. Meditations 
to Change Your Brain is available only as an audio book or CD, as it contains 
numerous guided meditations. I suggest getting the Audible app for iPhone, 
Android or Windows Phone so that you can download the book directly to your 
phone. This audio book provides a tremendous amount of research about 
neuroplasticity and the value of meditation. It is excellent!

• Headspace.com is both a website and an app for your phone. The 
Headspace founder, Andy Puddicombe, has written the book on Headspace. 
Literally. His book, Get Some Headspace: How Mindfulness Can Change 
Your Life in Ten Minutes a Day,6 is an excellent introduction to the practice of 
mindfulness. Headspace may be a crazy name, but the book, website, and 
app can change your life. I highly recommend reading the book, visiting the 
website, and downloading the app. The app and the first program, “Take 10,” 
are free. Take 10 is a 10-day program of 10-minute guided meditations. If 
you’re like me, you’ll want more, and you can subscribe to the service which 
gives you access to all of the Headspace programs.

• Meditation Oasis provides a variety of guided meditations that are available 
through its app or as downloadable MP3 files. You can even go old school and 
purchase their guided meditations on CD. The meditations available on the app 
integrate your choice of background music or natural sounds, if you like. I have 
the app on my phone, and use it daily. The guided meditations in the “Relax & 
Rest” app help lull me off to a peaceful sleep nearly every night.   WBF

Nora Riva Bergman is a law firm coach, certified Atticus Practice Advisor, and the author 
of 50 Lessons for Lawyers: Earn More – Stress Less – Be Awesome. As a licensed 
attorney since 1992, Nora brings a deep understanding of the practice and business of 
law to her work with lawyers, law firms, and bar associations. Nora is a graduate of the 
Leadership Development Institute (LDI) at Eckerd College, and is certified in the Conflict 
Dynamics Profile® developed by the LDI to help individuals and organizations learn how 
to deal with conflict constructively. She is also certified by Target Training International in 
both DISC and EQ. Nora is a graduate of Villanova University’s Lean Six Sigma Program 
and is certified by Villanova as a Lean Six Sigma Sensei. She is also a member of the 
Thought Leader Team at Law Without Walls, an international program for law students 
founded by the University of Miami School of Law. 

End Notes
1. Williams, Mark, and Penman, Danny (2011). Mindfulness: An Eight-Week Plan for 
Finding Peace in a Frantic World. Rodale.
2. Medina, John (2010). Brain Rules: 12 Principles for Surviving and Thriving at Work, 
Home and School. Pear Press.
3. Goleman, Daniel, Boyatzis, Richard, and McKee, Annie (2013). Primal Leadership: 
Unleashing the Power of Emotional Intelligence. Harvard Business School Publishing.
4. Marturano, Janice (2014). Finding the Space to Lead: A Practical Guide to Mindful 
Leadership. Bloomsbury Press.
5. Hanson, Rick and Mendius, Rick (2010). Meditations to Change Your Brain: Rewire 
Your Neural Pathways to Transform Your Life. Sounds True Publishing.
6. Puddicombe, Andy (2011). Get Some Headspace: How Mindfulness Can Change 
Your Life in Ten Minutes a Day. Hodder & Stoughton.
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NELSON MULLINS’ HEALTHCARE GROUP GROWS 
WITH THE ADDITION OF TWO EXPERIENCED PARTNERS

Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP continues to grow its healthcare 
practice with the addition of two experienced partners in its Raleigh office. 
Antonia A. “Toni” Peck and Erin J. Roberts join the team to work with their 
former partners, Robert L. Wilson, Jr., and Patricia A. Markus, who joined the 
firm this past summer. 

CONGRATULATIONS NORTH CAROLINA 
SUPER LAWYERS AND LEGAL ELITE 

2016 Super Lawyers
Tharrington Smith
Wade Smith, Douglas Kingsbery and Hill Allen – Business Edition

Smith Debnam
Caren D. Enloe, Samuel D. Fleder, Alicia Jurney, John W. Narron,  
Bettie K. Sousa, Rose H. Stout

Congratulations to the 2017 Legal Elite
Tharrington Smith
F. Hill Allen and Russell D. Babb – Criminal Law Section
Jill S. Jackson, Alice C. Stubbs and Evan B. Horwitz – Family Law Section

2017 North Carolina Super Lawyers
Tharrington Smith
Hill Allen
Lynn Burleson
Evan Horowitz
Jill Jackson 
     also recognized in Top 50 Women North Carolina Super Lawyers and Top  
     100 North Carolina Super Lawyers
Douglas Kingsbery
Jaye Meyer 
     also recognized in Top 50 Women North Carolina Super Lawyers
Fred Morelock
Roger W. Smith, Sr.
Wade Smith 
     also recognized in Top 100 North Carolina Super Lawyers and Top 25  
     Raleigh Super Lawyers
Alice Stubbs 
     also recognized in Top 50 Women North Carolina Super Lawyers

Rising Stars
Andrea Bosquez-Porter
Eva DuBuisson
Steve Mansbery
Adam Mitchell
Jeffrey Russell
 

SMITH MOORE LEATHERWOOD 
WELCOMES DEBORAH ROSS 

Smith Moore Leatherwood LLP announced 
today that Deborah K. Ross, former North 
Carolina House Representative, has joined the 
firm. Ross will primarily focus her practice on 
meeting the economic development, energy, 
and infrastructure needs of businesses and 
government. She will be based in the firm’s 
Raleigh office and will work with clients 
throughout North Carolina and the Southeast. 

NC ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN ATTORNEYS
ANNUAL CONFERENCE

The conference will be held at the downtown Sheraton from August 17-18. 
Please mark your calendars now! For more information, please contact Tiffany 
A. Lesnik, Attorney at Law President, Wake Women Attorneys at tiffany@
lesnik-law.com.

NELSON MULLINS’ HEALTHCARE GROUP GROWS WITH THE
ADDITION OF TWO EXPERIENCED PARTNERS

Nelson Mullins Riley 
& Scarborough LLP 
continues to grow its 
healthcare practice 
with the addition of two 
experienced partners in 
its Raleigh office. Antonia 
A. “Toni” Peck and Erin 
J. Roberts join the team 
to work with their former 
partners, Robert L. Wilson 
Jr. and Patricia A. 
Markus, who joined the 
firm this past summer.  
All four joined from the same southeastern regional law firm. Ashley L. Thomas 
also joined the healthcare group this past fall after most recently practicing 
with a healthcare team in Indiana. 

MATT SAWCHAK APPOINTED 
SOLICITOR GENERAL OF NORTH 
CAROLINA

Ellis & Winters LLP is pleased to announce 
that Attorney General Josh Stein has 
appointed Matt Sawchak as the next Solicitor 
General of North Carolina. The Solicitor 
General leads the representation of the State 

of North Carolina in civil appeals. He argues select appeals and oversees the 
presentation of others. Mr. Sawchak plans to begin his government service 
within the next few months.

  MEMBER NEWS 

Peck         Roberts
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WCBA classifieds
COPIER/SCANNER/PRINTER/FAX MACHINE

Perfect for a small business! Our office is closing and we have 2 years left on this Ricoh lease.  Sorts, staples, and can tie into computer 
network.  Excellent condition.  $200/month/Transferable lease.  Contact: Meredith McGill mjmcgill@nc.rr.com or 919-606-4330.

DOWNTOWN RALEIGH LAW OFFICE FOR LEASE
Downtown law firm has 3 attorney offices and 1 paralegal/admin office for lease. Attorney offices vary from 118 to 189 square feet. Space 
comes with utilities, phone, internet, WIFI, copier/printer/scanner, conference room and kitchen area with additional conference/breakout
rooms available. Parking is free. Space is currently being renovated but will be complete by April 15. For further information contact Kay 
Bakemeier at Kay@wbmllp.com or 855-926- 2889.

LAW OFFICE FOR SALE IN DOWNTOWN RALEIGH/HISTORIC OAKWOOD

Superior location beside Federal Courthouse, 5 blocks from District Court.  Beautifully renovated Victorian home (approx. 1700 square feet) 
with hardwood floors, reception area, 5 office spaces, kitchen, and 1 ½ baths.  Contact: Peter Rumsey – (919) 971-4118

SEEKING ESTATE PLANNING / ESTATE ADMINISTRATION ATTORNEY:

Glass Law Group is growing! We’re interested in forming a relationship with a lawyer with at least three years of practice in ESTATE PLANNING 
and ESTATE ADMINISTRATION. We have an abundance of work and a growing client base, so a transferrable client base is not essential, but 
could be a plus. Our firm values involvement in our community and emphasizes professional practice and personalized client service.

If you think you’re the right fit for us, please reply with your resume and a detailed description of your
experience in ESTATE PLANNING and ESTATE ADMINISTRATION to careers@glasslawnc.com.

SIGN UP FOR WCBA’S 
LUNCH WITH A LAWYER
Cathey Ector, Youth Employment coordinator for the City of Raleigh, 
spoke at the April 4 Bar luncheon, about the importance of signing up 
for the 23rd Lunch with a Lawyer program.  She spoke of a youth who 
was inspired by a lawyer at lunch who is now enrolled in Campbell Law 
School.  Wake County Bar Association’s Strategic Plan calls for public 
service.  This is your prime opportunity to engage in service to your 
community.  You may be a positive role model for an impressionable 
youth at an informal lunch during this summer.  Members are urged to 
sign up for this longest running public service program of the Bar.  



WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
WE WELCOME THE NEWEST MEMBERS APPROVED AT THE FEBRUARY 2017 MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:

Michael C. “Mike” Allen | Batten Lee PLLC

Eric Anderson | Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP

Taylor Auten | Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP

Ryan Boyce

Noelle Browne | NCDHHS

Nicholas Byrne

Alexandra “Alex” Couch | Yates McLamb & Weyher LLP

Colleen Crowley | Polsinelli PC

Luke Dalton | Luke A. Dalton

William “Will” Dickey | The Charles T. Hall Law Firm

Kathleen “Katie” Dunn | N.C. Industrial Commission

Taylor Ey 

Paige Feldmann | Strauch Green & Mistretta, PC

Walter “Andrew” Fletcher | Young Moore & Henderson PA

Calley Gerber | Gerber Animal Law Center

Andrew Gibbons | Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton, LLP

Stephen “Steve” Gordon | Federal Public Defender

Denaa Griffin | Yates McLamb & Weyher LLP

Saad  Gul | Poyner Spruill LLP

Brian  Gwyn | North Carolina General Assembly

William Hartzell | Phelps Dunbar LLP

Mark  Henderson | Law Office of Mark Henderson

Jason Hensley | North Carolina Bar Association

David “Dee” Hord, IV

     Wake County Guardian ad Litem Program

Teta Jackson | Moore & Alphin, PLLC

Kathryn Jagoda 

Chase Johnson | Poyner Spruill LLP

Shazia Keller | W. G. Alexander & Associates

Joshua “Josh” Lanier | Smith Moore Leatherwood LLP

Adam Levy | Adam Levy Law

Phillip Liles | DeMent Askew, LLP

Chris Loebsack | Loebsack and Brownlee, PLLC

Sean Madden | McAngus Goudelock & Courie PLLC

Colin McGrath | Poyner Spruill LLP

Robert “Bob” Meeks | Ward and Smith, PA

Dana Messinger | Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton, LLP

Gary Mills 

Andy Norman 

Justin Osborn | Yates McLamb & Weyher LLP

John Paschal | Wilson & Ratledge, PLLC

Nishma Patel 

Trevor Presler | Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton, LLP

Lindsey Revels | Teague Campbell Dennis & Gorham, LLP

Andrew Rogers 

Mindi Schulze | Yates McLamb & Weyher LLP

Emily Anne Smith | McAngus Goudelock & Courie PLLC

Michael “Mike” Soto | The Soto Law Firm, PLLC

Andrew “Drew” Spradlin | Millberg Gordon & Stewart PLLC

Elizabeth “Liz” Stanek | Ward & Smith PA

Richard Trottier | Legal Aid of NC

Matthew Viva | Stuart Law Firm, PLLC

Jammie Wacenske | Matheson Law Office, PLLC

Kurt Willems

Jacquelyn “Jackie” Willingham

     Wake County Public Defender’s Office

Melissa Woodard | Teague Campbell Dennis & Gorham LLP

Jeffrey Worley | Heidgerd Law Office, LLP

Ashley Young | Moore & Alphin PLLC
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